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Design History
This is a brief explanation of the history of this document. Each version of this document is based on when
a document is released for feedback/review, or major changes/additions have been made.

VERSION 1.00
First Draft

VERSION 1.10
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Feedback changes
Redo feature sets and details
gameplay detail
game mode

VERSION 1.2
I.
II.
III.
IV.

the game world
musical score and sound effect
appearance
game interface:
a. pause
b. character menu
c. HUD
d. resource

VERSION 1.3

V. vehicles
VI. Puzzles
VII. game characters
VIII. extra misc
IX. appearance
X. walkthrough
XI. game interface:
a. object
b. story
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Game Overview
HIGH CONCEPT

"TAKE IT FOR THE TEAM"
What is a Wingman? Wingman is a role that a person may take when a friend needs support with approaching
potential partners. A wingman is someone who is on the "inside" and is used to help someone with relationships.
rd

Getting into relationships are tough! What everyone needs is a wingman! Wingman is a 3 person free to
roam RPG simulation adventure where the player becomes a wingman to help single people and make their
dream, destined relationship come true. The game is based during the Renaissance and the player plays as an
undercover cupid in the city of Valenna. Wingman simulates interactions with other avatars through dialog and
actions as a key feature of gameplay. The player’s goal in each level is to help a single troubled characters
successfully ending up in a relationship with a partner of their choice. The player must achieve this goal by getting
enough personal information like their favorite stuff/things and attraction of one of the characters by gaining
enough trust. The player must raise trust with the character by choosing the correct dialog when talking to them or
actions like giving them correct gifts or helping them with favors. Gaining enough trust will open new dialog and
may help lead to helpful information that the player will secretly share to help the assigned person to their
successful relationship.

PHILOSOPHY

RPG STYLE INTERACTION AND SOCIALIZING SIMULATION:
This game is trying to achieve a new and different style RPG/simulation style game currently on the
console. Wingman will be a whole new style of simulation towards NPC interactions and interacting itself. Most
games never really have a large focus on interaction with a NPC. In Wingman, interaction from communicating to
actions performed to an NPC will be taking a different step.

TEXT-BASED GAME TO A 3D CONSOLE GAME:
I created this game because I remember all those dating simulation games on flash that were simple and
fun. It really immerses the player in to talking with the characters as each one has something the player must learn
even though it's all just text based. In Wingman I’m trying to recreate those fun simulation games into a console
game while trying to achieve that style into the console expectations and let the player play a different role that is
different than just dating.
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COMMON QUESTIONS

What is the game?
Wingman is a 3rd person free to roam RPG simulator adventure. Wingman is highly focused on
animations and dialog simulations that involves the player to make decision whenever they are engaged in a
conversation or an action that occurs. Wingman is a socializing skills game where the player will learn to balance a
social life while interacting with the different personality characters around the city. Each personality is created for
the player to learn about and have fun interacting with. Real life communication studies and skills are a big part of
Wingman's interacting simulation system.

What do I control/ Who Am I?
The player will control Amor, the angel of love that has dropped into the city of Valenna to help a list of
lonely single guys into finding a relationship. Amor or Cupid is the symbol of love and is shown in symbols as a
naked baby with a bow and arrow but Amor in this game follows the real mythology of Cupid as a young adult. In
Wingman, Amor follows a personality of a confident and full of himself guy that has no problem with girl or
challenges.

What is the premise/story?
Most people wonder what happens in the world mythology. Well the gods lives identically to ours, with
companies and businesses. Amor the god of love, looks after the Love inc., a business in charge of love for
humanity. Amor has been enjoying his life with girls and skipping work. He is soon to have an encounter from
Venus, who is threatening to banish him to work for Erida, the god of wearisome and hate. Remembering Erida's
demanding personality Amor refuses and pleads to Venus for the safety of his job. Venus agrees to give him a
chance, only if he accepts a challenge of completing a list of troubled males on Earth to find love. "Easy", Amor
thought since that's what he has been doing his whole life, agreeing to her challenge without asking more. To
Amor's surprise, Venus strips his power and brings him down to Earth. "Now Amor if you want to keep your job,
complete my list and understand how hard it is to find love as a human. I will be evaluating your progress so don't
mess up!" and Venus departs without allowing Amor to give any immature questions. Amor, now a powerless
human progresses to the town of Valenna and once there, he begins his quests to embrace love to the city.

How many characters do I control?
The player will only control Amor throughout the whole game.

Where does the game take place?
Wingman takes place in and around a fictional city called Valenna during the time of the renaissance.
Valenna will be a stereotypic imagination of a renaissance city with beautiful structures and architecture with
fancy dress styles and romantic sceneries. There will be many places around Valenna like mystical forests and small
towns that the player may progress to during the game.

What are the Goals/Objectives of the game?
Short-term Goals:
• Maintain hero's alignment good
• keep player's energy amount up from sleeping and relaxing to maintain good health
• Find a place to stay
6
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•
•
•

pay for rent every week
Make money from NPC through quests given by them
Interact with point man to unlocking target character

Mid-term Goals:
• gain personality experience from selecting correct dialogs and successfully persuading others
• Level up player's personality stats with enough experience
• Gain friendship level with other characters to unlock new area and characters in the city
• Gain friendship level with the target
• Target relations status to friends to unlock new sources (area and friends)
• Persuade secrets from target about themselves
• Gain target secrets with friend source and area source
• Level up point man's personality stats by bring back secrets of their target.
Long-term Goals:
• Gain friendship level with target to close friend status
• maintain good relationship status with targets and her sources
• Invited target to a date with the point man
• Successfully pass the date challenge, progress to the next level.
• Complete all levels to complete the game

What is the main focus?
The main focus of the game for the player is to survive living in Valenna by working jobs and paying rent
without dying (starving to death or becoming homeless) and not have his alignment become bad from lying,
stealing, and failing to satisfied a character which will all end the game. While maintaining a life in Valenna, the
player must also worry about completing each level of the game. The player will have a full customization on the
main characters personality that is the most important way to interact with other characters. The player will start
off with little to do but as the game progresses more responsibility will drop on to the player's shoulder as he has
to must maintain living standards and maintain good relationships with others around the city. More characters
will be unlock for interaction as the game progresses.

What’s different?
Wingman attempts to create a new, fun, and engaging way of interaction with an NPC. Wingman is also
different to the console because it purely focuses on mechanics for interactions and simulations with NPCs as a
way game play which is not commonly a major feature on consoles games currently.
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Feature Set
FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

STATS & RPG ASPECTS OF DIALOG:

Wingman is an RPG that is focused on upgrading a status tree of the personality of the main character,
Amor. Amor's personality level starts at 10 and max level ends at 70. Every level equals a point on their personality
tree, where they may place a personality stat. At the beginning the player selects which stats they want to place
for the first 10 points. Amor will have 5 different status that can be upgraded that will benefit the player
throughout the game. The player may upgrade a point for a single stat every time they level up. Upgrading these
statuses will also help a advance skill known as the “rhetorical skill” which is need for persuasions. The player will
need to focus on what he upgrades because every NPC characters have a more favored personality to a more
hated personality. All personality stats are use to determine how fast your trust is gain, dialog personality check
situations, and how high of a percentage is to persuade.
•
•
•
•

Personality tree & stats
Rhetorical skills
Trust points
Experience

INTERACTION SIMULATION:

Wingman attempts to bring a new and revolutionized chatting system with NPC characters. Players will
have two ways to start a conversation with a NPC, talking or actions. Talking is the basic way of engaging a
conversation. What is different with Wingman is the player will be able to see what topic is available to talk about
through the HUD. The player will be able to change topics from the HUD and select what they want to talk about
before even engaging the NPC. This prevents the player from needing to do the talk and exit right away (checking
topics). The action selections are the same with talking selection mechanic. An Action is using a body action to
engage a conversation like physical actions, item actions, or emote actions towards a NPC. During an interaction,
the game becomes a cinematic machinima where the player will just selects dialog, topics, actions or just plain run.
During an interaction the HUD will still be active allow the player to perform a talk topic or an action. When
performing a new talk topic during an interaction, the player will see Amor interrupt the NPC or change the current
topic during his selection which might result into loss of trust. But performing actions in middle of an interaction
can result differently depending on what the player performs. Unlike most games the player's character will not
perform any emotes towards the NPC unless the player selects an emote to perform to the NPC example like
shaking hands or laughing. Performing a correct action can gain extra trust or lead to a new conversation. Wrong
emotes can result to loss of trust or result into an offended dialog from the NPC.
•
•
•
•

Engaging & interacting
Actions during dialogs
Dialog branches
Dialog selection result

NPC CHARACTERS OF VALENNA:

Wingman attempts to create a character personality simulation that can revolve around both player and
NPC and works both ways when interacting. Every NPC character's in Wingman are formed similar with the
player's. NPCs also have a level and a personality tree that revolves around it allowing the player to figure out their
status as a way of strategizing. The only difference is they are given an extra preferred personalities that
determines how much the player's gains trust towards them.
•

Character setups
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•
•

dialog setups
Preference personalities & likes/hates
Routines

SOCIALIZE TO UNLOCK THE WORLD:

In Wingman the world will start off very linear with specific NPC's to talk to. The city of Valenna will have
more NPCs available to interact with as every level progresses. Every level will unlock a total of 10 NPCs or areas
and remain unlock even after the level is completed. The unlock NPC are the only ones that the player can target
and receive a full dialog conversation while the other locked NPC or non-specific NPC cannot. Most locations of
Valenna are locked are cannot access by the player until it is revealed by a NPC or discovered by the player.
•
•
•

Unlocking characters & areas
Starting characters / areas
Level characters / area

LIVING IN VALENNA:

Valenna is where the game takes place. Wingman is a free to roam RPG simulation with its own time and
date as soon as the player starts the game. The player will be given [3] rentable rooms at inns to stay at where the
player can search for information from his laptop (yes he has a laptop from heaven) where he can check an
interface of the game progress and uncovered information about the NPC character's he has encounter. These inn
rooms allow Amor to rest recharging his energy which is drained according to the activities he does. Amor instantly
takes 8 hours of sleep to recharge every rest. If Amor runs out of energy, the player will not be able to engage any
interactions with another character. Amor also has a health value that is affected by his energy. Amor must remain
healthy at all times. Depending on how energy is used before sleeping, his health will drop if the player forces
Amor to work too hard that day. If the health drops to zero, Amor is force to return back to heaven as a failure
meaning the player loses the game. The player will also need to pay for rent in weekly bases. How Amor can get
money is by working. There will be a delivery service Amor can go and work at for consistent money during the
beginning. If the player ever fails to pay for rent, the house will be locked not allowing Amor to enter until he gets
the amount for rent. The player will not be able to change locations unless the house is unlocked (not owing
money). Amor may sleep anywhere along the streets of Valenna which is just a fade in of the screen and warping
time 6 hours forward. Sleeping on the street will lower the health.
•
•
•
•

Time & day
Inns
Working at Courier's
Energy & health

MATCH-MAKER:

Every level the player will be able to determine who they want to attempt the point man with. The player
will be given three choices of woman that the point man is interested in and unlocks the three characters in the
world to the player to freely interact with after. This allows different routes for the player to chose and involves
the player to do some researching on the point man's choices. At the end of the whole game, the player be
rewarded with a cinematic of the point man's new life and how it is.
•
•
•
•

Point man
Choices
Setting them up
Dating Results

Rewards and Penalties:

The player will be reward many ways throughout the game:
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•

Gain trust by using correct dialogs

•

Gain trust by using a correct action during a dialog

•

Gain trust by successfully persuading a character

•

Gain trust by giving a favored item to a character

•

Receive money for completing a job.

•

Gain experience from gaining trust.

•

Gain enough experience will gain level of personality

•

Gaining a level of personality will allow the player to gain personality stat points

•

gaining personality stat points will gain rhetorical skills

•

Reaching curtain amount of trust will raise relationship to a new level.

•

Reaching higher relationship level will unlock new areas or friend.

•

The point man successfully passing a date with a target will progress the player to the next level.

Penalties the player must avoid:
•

Using a bad dialog will lower the player’s trust with the character.

•

Giving a incorrect item to a character

•

Performing bad actions towards a character

•

Failing a persuasion will lower trust with the character.

•

The point man failing twice on an date will result in losing the target.
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FEATURE DETAILS & MECHANICS

STATS & RPG ASPECTS OF DIALOG:
•

Personality Tree & Stats

•
•
•
•
•

Player will start at level 10 and max level will be at 70.
Player gets to choose what stats they want to start the game with. 20 points are the starting points given
from the levels.
Every level equals [2] point to the personality tree. (One level = [2] skill points).
All stats starts with [1].
Point(s) may be placed on any of the five stats each level any time not during a conversation in the
character menu of the game.
The romance personality status

The strong personality status
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The classiness personality status

The entertaining personality status

The smart personality status

•

Some dialogs require high enough of a stat to continue the conversation.
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•

Rhetorical Skills
•
•
•

Stats point determine the skill points of the Rhetorical skills
Rhetorical skills are the skills used for persuade dialogs
There are different five types of ways of persuasions that are all determine by the personality tree
o Each Rhetorical points are determined by two given stats multiplied.
Rhetorical Skill

•
•
•
•
•

Formula

Info

Ethos = CHARM * CHARISMA

Using credibility to persuade

Vigor = CHARISMA * CLASS

Using force to persuade

Pathos = CLASS * HUMOR

Using emotions as advantage to persuade

Guiles = HUMOR * ACUITY

Using lies and smart talks to persuade

Logos = ACUITY * CHARM

Using reasons and reasoning as a way
persuade

Rhetorical skills determine the chance (percentage) of success towards the persuade dialog choice.
If attempting to persuade the player will be given five choices (ways to persuade) of the five rhetorical
skills to persuade.
All persuasion dialog choices are all by chance of a percent given by a formula.
Each one will give a different percent hidden to the player
The chances or determined by this formula.
Persuading percent formula

=

((a * 2) + b) * (c * d)
((f * 2) + g) * ((h + i) * j)

a = player's personality stat of NPC's "Favored personality" type
b = player's personality stat of NPC's "Liked personality" type
c = the amount of trust with the NPC
d = the selected rhetorical skill points of player
f = player's personality stat of NPC's "Hated personality" type
g = player's personality stat of NPC's "Disliked personality" type
h = the total limit of trust of the NPC's trust meter
i = topic difficulty (1 being easy to 20 being hard)
j = the selected rhetorical skill points of NPC

•
•

Why this formula? This formula adds trust and the way the player chooses to persuade to compare with
their chances with the NPC's. This formula makes it critical for the choices of persuasion and who the
player is persuading.
Successfully persuading a NPC can:
New dialogs topics from the current NPC or from another NPC
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Receive a quest/task from the current NPC or from another NPC
Receive an item from the current NPC or from another NPC
Get help with a situation from the current NPC or from another
NPC
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Trust Points
•

Personality determines how many trust is gain from a correct dialog and successful persuasion
and also determines how many trust is decreased from a bad dialog choice and a failed
persuasion from a dialog sequence. These are known as trust results.
o All NPC characters will have a favored, liked, neutral, disliked, and hated personality
from the player
o Different bonuses points to trust for every correct selected dialog or successful
persuasion of a NPC or all determined by the NPC's preferred personalities.
o This chart only count the player's highest stat of his tree. It is compared with the NPC's
personality preference which only focuses on the player's highest stat. If two stats are
equally even as the highest stat the worst results between both stats will be chosen.
Results to trust meter

Results type (NPC's
preference personality)

Correct dialog or a
successful persuasion
results

Bad dialogs or failed
a persuasion results

+2 (Favored Personality)

+3 to trust

-1 to trust

+1 (Liked Personality)

+2 to trust

-1 to trust

0 (Neutral Personality)

+1 to trust

- 1 to trust

-1 (Disliked Personality)

+1 to trust

-2 to trust

-2 (Hated Personality)

+1 to trust

-3 to trust

•
•

The common trust meters range from 1 to 30
The trust meter is separated every ten points known as friendship levels

•
•
•
•

Trust can be dropped and raise anytime during the morale stage.
Trust will be gained or lost by the player's choices with the NPC
Every NPC has their own trust meter with the player.
Every ten points will raise a level of friendship with the NPCs. Once reached a level (besides
"close friends") of friendship the player will not be protected from dropping any trust below the
level.
o Close friend level: player will still drop trust from failures but will not drop past friends
level.
o Between every level of friendships are called morale.
Gaining a new level of friendship will change to new dialog choices indicating a closer
relationship.

•

Copyright (C) 2010 Vancouver Film School – All rights reserved
•
•

•

New levels will unlock
There are three different types NPC trust meters
NPC type

Levels of trust. (Trust limit)

Major

Unknown - Acquaintance - Friends - Close Friends

Moderate

Unknown - Acquaintance - Friends

Minor

Unknown - Acquaintance

Experience
•
•
•
•

Player's gain experience from every time they gain a trust from the NPC.
Experience can be still gain even if the trust meter is full
Depending on the NPC's preferred personalities, the player will gain more experience when
placed towards the more hated personality than the favored personality.
For each trust the player gains it equals to one experience.

•

Like all RPGs the more the level progresses the harder the level is to level up.
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INTERACTION SIMULATION:
•

Engaging and Interaction

HUD and Icons used
•
•
•
•
•

Interaction
Type

Interaction HUD is setup towards the bottom right of the screen
The bar with the yellow and red indicates the amount of morale before a level of trust.
The icons may be shifted left and right
Two ways to interact with an NPC: Talk and Action.
Both sections are separated into three groups
o Talk: General topics, specific topics, persuade topics.
o Action: Emotes actions, item actions, physical actions
Description

Topics or event types

General Topics

•

Topics about their day.

Talk about a general topic. Each general topic can be selected once a
day.

•

Topics about themselves.

•

Topic about their work.

Specific Topics

•

Topic about an event

Talk about a specific topic. Each specific topic is triggered available from
an event or from another topic.

•

Topics about another person

•

Topics about an area

Persuade topic.

•

Ask something personal about
themselves

Ask about a specific topic. Persuading unlocks another topic or event.
Persuading involves chance of success. Each persuade topic is triggered
by an event or from another topic. If the persuasion is successful, the
persuaded topic will be gone.

•

Ask something personal about
another character

•

Ask about a specific favor.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Emote Actions

•

Polite emote (bowing)

Emote are body languages that are performed to the target character.
Can be use to engage an interaction or used in during a dialog.

•

Emotional emote (laughing)

•

Agro Emote (body threats)

Item Actions

•

Give a specific object from the
targeted character

An action that involves any object. This action is used for interacting
with objects between other characters.

•

Take a specific object from the
targeted character

•

Use specific object on the
targeted character

Physical Actions

•

Polite physical action ( shaking
hands)

An action that uses physical actions to interact. Physical actions can be
use to engage an interaction or use during a dialog.

•

Emotional physical actions
(hugging)

•

Agro physical actions (pushing)

When the player walks around there will be an auto target to the closes character facing Amor.
Player will select which interaction they would like to do towards the targeted character before
actually interacting with them.
Each NPC character will have different sets of interactions with the player
When using an action to engage an interaction, you’ll see the Amor perform the action first. Then
after the NPC while react back towards your action towards them bring the game to a dialog
sequence.
During an interactions or dialog sequence, the game will be come a cinematic machinima. The
player will not be able to move or control Amor. The player will only be allowed to control the
selections of dialog and control the HUD for an action or talk bout another topic.
During an interaction, the player may press circle to escape a conversation. This will lower [5]
trust and removing the topic as if it was completed.
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•

Interacting actions

Screen setup during dialog
•

•

•
•

•

•

During an interaction, the HUD is still activated and will not disappear remaining on the bottom
right. A dialog selection will appear after the NPC has finish speaking shown in red as the last
dialog.
The player controls two main sections during an interaction:
o The selection of dialogs
o The HUD
The HUD cannot change topics until the dialog is finish.
The HUD action is important during an interaction. During dialogs the player can perform emotes
or physical actions that can gain bonus trust from the NPC if they perform a correct action of that
dialog. Selecting a wrong action will lose trust, causing the NPC to go “huh?” and continue
talking.
When item is involve during an interaction the item icon is need to be press or else the player
will not grab the item. If the player selects grabbing an item that is not consulted with the NPC
they will not allow him to take it, thus losing 1 trust point.
If any agro action is perform on an NPC they will instantly lose -5 trust.
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•

Dialog branches
•
•
•

Selecting an icon will open up a set of dialog sequences known as a dialog branch
Dialogs are setup in to dialogs with correct and incorrect choices
Actions are setup within the branch for any extra bonuses.

•
•

Branches can vary from short to very long sequences.
Different icons of dialog will be set up similar with paths that the player will follow through a
dialog sequence.
Dialogs can lead to different ends.

•

•

Dialog Results Types
•

•

There are three types of result in Wingman when selecting a dialog:
Correct

The preferred dialog of the NPC. Selecting a
correct dialog will raise the NPC’s trust

Neutral

A non-judged dialog. Most common used dialog.

Wrong

The not preferred dialog of the NPC. Selecting
this will lower the NPC’s trust.

The trust result after selecting a correct and incorrect is implemented by the NPCs preferred
personality shown in the preference personality trust results.

NPC Characters of Wingman:
•

Character personality simulation setup
Back-story:

back story of the character

Level:

personality level and also difficulty of character. The number of points
available for the personality tree.

Charm:

points of charm status

Charisma:

points of charisma status

Class:

points of class status

Humor:

points of humor status

Acuity:

points of acuity status

Ethos:

character's charm * charisma

Vigor:

character's charisma * class

Name

Pathos:

character's class * humor

Body description

Guiles:

character's humor * acuity

Gender

Logos:

character's acuity * charm

Image

•

•
•
•

All interact able character in Wingman has a personal personality tree setup exactly the same as
the player's.
o Personality level
o Personality status
o Rhetorical skills
The personality level of the character determines the difficulty of persuading the NPC.
on the character chart it is ranged highest to lowest for both personality stats and rhetorical skills
Back-story: all "Point man" and "Target" NPC's must have a back story

•

Dialog tree setups

•

NPC type:

character's trust meter type

Expectations:

how much trust is drop per day ranging from [0] -[ 10]

Rival alignment:

Rival(s) of the character.

If there is a close-friend level:

A benefit that is given to the player as a close friend

Dialog setup are organized by each level of friendships

Unknown Dialog tree
•
•
•
•
•

Acquaintance Dialog tree

Friend dialog tree

Close-friends Dialog tree

Every new level of friendship will have a different set of dialogs
Every character has unlock able topics that the player can unlock. These are accessed through
other dialogs either from the NPC or from another NPC.
Close-friend dialog gives the player a dialog that can benefit the player.
o Note: If trust always drops. This will change the dialog tree back to friends.
Expectation: All character's in Wingman haves and expectation value. This value determines how
many trust is decreased ever day (or after the player sleeps).
Rival alignment: Gaining trust from the rival of this NPC will decrease the same amount of trust
gained from the rival. A rival character is always another character from the NPC.

•

Preference personalities & likes/hates
•

•
•
•

All interact able NPC's have a different list of preference personalities.
Favor personality:

A personality the character favors for +2 results

Liked personality:

A personality the character likes for +1 results

Neutral personality:

A personality the character's neutral with for 0 results

Dislike personality:

A personality the character dislikes for -1 results

Hated personality:

A personality the character hates for -2 results

Special item:

an item that +5 to trust. Some will include an unlock.

Favored Items:

a list of items that +2 to trust

Liked Items:

a list of items that +1 to trust

Disliked Items:

a list of items that -1 to trust

Hated Items:

a list of items that -3 to trust

NPC's have certain items they like and hate that the player can bring to gain trust.
Items can be bought and be given to a character for trust.
Special Items: Special items are unique items that the NPC favors the most. Sometimes these
items are need to unlock a section of the game.

•

Target woman Dating setup

•

Date point expectation

The points needed during a date to pass

Favorite color

Expected color of any color items from the point man during the date

Favorite gift

Expected gift from the point man during the date

Favorite clothing

Expected clothes of the point man during the date

Favorite personality on a guy

Expected highest personality of the point man during the date. This
personality cannot be a "dislike" or "hated" preference personality of this
character.

Persuasion weakness

The lowest rhetorical skill of this character. Expected to be focus on from
the point man during the date.

The Target woman will have extra setups that are used during as her secrets and for dating
simulation purposes.
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•

Routines
•

NPC's are setup with a daily routine that goes with the game time
AM

•
•
•
•

Location & info:

PM

Midnight

Noon

1 am

1 pm

2 am

2 pm

3 am

3 pm

4 am

4 pm

5 am

5 pm

6 am

6 pm

7 am

7 pm

8 am

8 pm

9 am

9 pm

10 am

10 pm

11 am

11 pm

Location & info:

All NPC's will have an routine that they'll follow every day.
Some situations will change the routine of the NPC.
Some locations if the NPC is there will open a new topic. This only happens at that time and
location.
If a target is with a point man their routines from staying home to sleep will change to going to
the point man's house to sleep.
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SOCIALIZE TO UNLOCK THE WORLD:
•

Unlocking characters & areas
•
•

•

•

Locked NPC: The player will not be able to target a locked NPC. They will follow their daily
routine.
Non-character Avatars: These are just avatars that walk around the city. They cannot be targeted
not unlocked. These characters are there just to fill the world with avatars to give a feeling of a
realistic city. They are generated randomly at a certain distance (crowd mechanic of GTA).
Throughout time, they will communicate with each other or with an NPC character by just
stopping and playing and animation with each other (similar to Fallout).
Locked characters and areas can be unlock by:
Ways

What:

Dialog of another character:

Characters and areas

Unlocked by another other character's friendship level:

Characters and areas

Unlocked only at a routine location and time:

Characters

Discovering areas:

Areas

Unlocked areas or characters can lead to further locked characters
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•

Starting characters / areas
•
•

During the beginning the player will be given starting characters to interact with.
These character will provide the player with what he is needed start the game.

Characters

Beginning benefits and Description

Cupa

Companion of Amor. Gives the player a tutorial.

Lloyd Slawski

The owner of Couriers delivery service. Allows the player an
consistent quest to make money.

Old Frank

The owner of Best Goods Item shop. Allows to purchase goods
and items player.

Lady Keleana

Owner of Moonlight Inn. Allows the player to rent a room in the
north side (High-class) of Valenna.

Janis Ian

Owner of Cross Road Inn. Allows the player to rent a room in the
east side (Middle-class) of Valenna.

Old lady Elena

Owner of High Hopes Inn. Allow the player to rent a room in the
south side (Low-class) of Valenna.

•

These character will allow the player to setup his living stability in Valenna before starting his
quest with the point mans.
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•

Level characters / area
•
•
•

Wingman is setup that every level will start with a male character called the "Point man". The
point man will unlock three female characters known as the player's "Targets".
As the player progresses to the friends level with a Target, she will unlock another character or
area for the player.
Once the player reaches Close-friends level they will unlock another character or area. These
unlocks are called Resources.
o The targets are all setup with what or who they will unlock during the two final levels
o Once the final resource is unlock they will not become locked even after the target's
friendship level drop.

Point Man

Targets
The point man will
unlock three targets
for the player to
communicate with in
Valenna.

•
•
•

1st Resource

2nd Resource

Each target will
unlock one
resource to the
player when they
reach FRIENDS and
CLOSE-FRIENDS
level of friendship.

Once the NPC is unlocked the character will remain unlocked even after the level is completed.
Further down the progress of the game, previous characters from previous levels are needed for
the player in the next levels.
Each level unlock a total of 10 characters/areas
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LIVING IN VALENNA:
•

Time & day
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wingman has a date and time system similar with real date and time.
There will be 4 seasons, 12 months a year, 30 days a month, 7 days a week, and 24 hours a day.
Every hour will equal to [24] hour games game time.
2 min 50 sec = 60 game minutes
During different seasons, new dialogs topics will be available.
During night time, shops or areas will be closed and very little citizens will be walking around.
Guards will be seen patrolling.
Different seasons, day time and night time will beginning at different times.
Seasons

Day time

Night time

Spring

7 am - 9 pm

10 pm - 6 am

Summer

6 am - 10 pm

11 pm - 5 am

Fall

7 am - 9 pm

10 pm - 6 am

Winter

8 am - 8 pm

7 pm - 7 am
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•

Inns
•
•
•
•

•

Inn

Cost

Discount

Moonlight Inn

700 gold

50 gold

Cross Road Inn

500 gold

75 gold

High Hope Inn

300 gold

25 gold

Working at Courier's
•
•

•

The player needs to rent an inn before unlocking the first point man.
There are three inns that the player may rent at the beginning.
rent must be pay every [2] weeks
Rent may be persuaded for a discount with the owner when paying for rent.

Talking to Lloyd Slawski will unlock work for Amor.
Working in courier's delivery service
o A simple task that involves the player to deliver a box to random given NPC (locked or
unlocked) character in Valenna and return back to him to complete the quest within [5]
game hours.
o When the player reaches the destination (NPC) the player will have to use the item icon
to interact with the character.
o Player will be able to persuade for a tip once after handing the delivered good to the
NPC. If success the player will be rewarded a random amount of gold. If failed the player
continues going back to Lloyd.
o The persuasion for tip involves the NPC's personality tree
o Once return, depending on the player's time he will be rewarded an amount.
o The player will be promoted every game level the player progresses.
o If the player fails to return to Lloyd within the given time ([5] game hours) the quest will
end for his failure.
Level

Gold per remaining game
hour

Random Tip amount.

Level 1

10 gold

2 - 3 gold

Level 2

20 gold

3 - 5 gold

Level 3

30 gold

5 - 8 gold

Level 4

40 gold

8 - 12 gold

Energy & health
•
•
•

Amor has an energy that decreases every game hour and interaction with an NPC.
Amor has [40] energy after every rest.
Amor after every sleep Amor will recharge all his energy
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every hour awake

1

Talking

2

Actions

3

Persuade

3

If Amor runs out of energy he will look tired and move in a tired state.
Being tired Amor will not be able to interact and run. He will also wobble as he walks.
Amor must sleep on his bed in order to regain all his energy.
Resting will cause the game time to go [8] hours forward.
Health determines how healthy Amor is. If the health reaches zero Amor is force to return back
to heaven thus losing the game, forfeiting Venuses challenge.
Healthiness is determined by how well the player takes care of Amor. Sleeping while low on
energy will result in loss of health
Amor has [10] health
Health is loss when:

Resting when energy is above 15

-0 health

Resting when energy is 15 or less

-1 health

Resting when energy is 5 or less

-2 health

Resting when energy is 0

-3 health

Resting [7] days straight of resting above 15 energy

+1 to missing health

•

Health can be gain back by herb items or over a week of sleeping right.
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MATCH-MAKER:
•

Point man
•
•
•
•

•

The point man is the mission of every level in Wingman.
The objective is to get as much information from the given three targets as possible.
Before every level, Amor must go to his laptop in his room to receive his point man from the
computer. A cinematic will be played about the point man at to introduce the player about the
point man’s back story and failures.
After the point man in the city is unlock for the player to interact with. Interacting with the point
man will unlock the [3] targets of the level.

Choices
•
•
•
•

Targets are female NPC's that are unlocked by the point man
Objective for the player from these target is to gain as much trust as possible and receive
enough personal information about them.
The player will be given [3] targets
All targets will have [5] personal information that can be uncovered by the player
Favorite color (applies for clothes and gift)
Favorite clothing style on a guy
Favorite gift from a someone
Favorite personality on a guy
Preferred persuasion type from someone

•
•

These information can be gathered by interacting with the target NPC, or through sources like
her friends or the area she unlocks for the player.
All information setup in different sections that can be gathered in these ways.
Is unlocked to persuade at certain levels of friendship
Is unlock to persuade from a specific NPC at certain levels of friendship of the target
Information may be founded in "source" area
Persuade topics of her "source" friend

•

Setting them up
•
•
•
•
•

When reached close friends level with a target, blind date will be unlock to persuade the target.
If successful the target will arrange a set time and area for the next week.
This will unlock a new persuade topic for the Point man.
If the player successfully passes the persuade, the player will be given time to set the point man
up. During the time of the date the point man will automatically meet the target.
If the player fails, the persuade topic will be available the next day (after the NPC rests).
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•

•
•
•
•

If the player fails to get point man to go and misses the day of the date, this cause the target to
auto approach the player with a conversation. After the target will drop down to friends level of
trust.
The player has [2] chances with the date. If failed twice the date topic will not be available again
with that target.
If player fails all date attempts with the point man and target, the level will still be completed as
a fail.
Once the date topic is set with the target, any other target's date topic (if they have the topic)
will be removed until the date is over.

Date result
•
•

If the player successfully persuades the point man, the player will be able to open the point mans
character option screen that is similar to the players.
The player will be allow to access these options for the point man:

Add [20] points to personality
points to that date.

Once agree to the date, the player in the point man option will be able given 10 points
to place in the point man's personality stats. These points are only for that one date and
will be remove after.

Select a rhetorical skill focus

Places a star within the rhetorical skill. This indicates the point man will use this skill
during his date.

Date clothing

The player clothing inventory will be able to be access with to the point man at this
phase. Clothes can be bought at a clothing store. Once the date is over the clothes will
be returned.

Dating gift

The player can give an item to the point man that will be able to be selected as a gift in
the point man's option. The gift will return if the target doesn't like it but will be taken
if she does.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The point man option will be available as physical action topic.
The option will be available until the date.
During the time and day of the date, the point man NPC will automatically go to the arranged
meeting area of the target.
If the date fails, the NPCs will depart separately back to their regular routine.
To indicate the date has failed, the point man will automatically look for the player and a
approach him with the bad news. The target will also approach the player the next day with a
result of what was wrong with the point man (not telling what was right or what she expects).
If the date is successful, the game will instantly play a cinematic of the a successful date of those
two having fun.
After the cinematic the NPCs will leave together, hugging and returning to their routine.
The date success results or calculated by a point system of how the player setup the point man.
Setups

Points If meets
her expectation

Description

Expected clothing

1

If the clothing the player chose for the point man that is wore
for the date is the favorite clothing style of the target

Expected color of clothing

1

If the clothing color and the gift color the player chose for the
point man that was for the date is the favorite color of the
target
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Expected highest personality

1

If the point mans highest personality stat is the target's favor
personality

Good persuasion

1

If the focused persuasion of the point man is the target's
preferred persuasion.

Expected gift

1

If the gift was the target's favorite gift

Passing the Date success
percent

3

A percent that the point man's personality tree will need to
pass. The point man's personality will go through the date
success percent formula.

Date success percent formula

=

((a * 2) + b) * (d)
((f * 2) + g) * ( j)

a = point man's personality stat of target's "Favored personality" type
b = point man's personality stat of target's "Liked personality" type
d = the focus rhetorical skill points of point man
f = point man's personality stat of target's "Hated personality" type
g = point man's personality stat of target's "Disliked personality" type
j = the selected rhetorical skill points of target

•
•

If the point man meets the expected date points of the target the point man is successful.
Once the player is success full he may return to Amor's laptop for his next level.
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User Interface - Controls
There are two main controls for Wingman. Normal control is used when the player is not interacting with
a character. Interacting control is used during an interaction until the player finishes.

NORMAL CONTROLS:

INTERACTION CONTROLS:
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GAMEPLAY DETAILS

MOVEMENT & NAVIGATION
•
•
•

Amor moves following the left analog stick
He will turn an face the direction of the analog stick and move towards that direction of the
screen
The camera will follow his movement keeping him centered

•
•
•

Amor has two movements speed: Walk and run
Walk: hold the left analog 1/3 or less. Amor will move [1] feet per second
Run: Hold the left analog more then 1/3. Amor will move [2] feets per second
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CAMERA CONTROL
•
•
•

•
•
•

The normal camera when roaming will be tracking Amor at all times. Interacting and indoors are
set camera views.
This camera can be fully controlled, to provide a 360° lateral view of the area around Amor.
The camera will zoom in closer during the bottom as it touches the ground.

The camera can adjust its range from 1 feet to 10 feet of distance from Amor.
Zoom speed is [1] feet per .5 second
Holding down the R3 button and moving the left analog up and down will be able to pan the
camera in and out.

TARGETING
•
•

•
•

When Amor is close enough within a character or object, he will automatically target the
character or object closes to him in the direction of the screen.
An highlighted arrow will be on top of the target character's head or over the object and the HUD
will display the name of the character or object when he/she/it is targeted.

The player may switch rotate the arrow between targets that are within range (2 feet) with the
left and right D-pad.
Doors or objects are targeted the same way.

INTERACTION: TALKING AND ACTIONS

HUD NAVIGATION

•
•

Interaction HUD is located on the bottom right of the screen
The HUD controls the topics for talking and actions of any interaction with a NPC.

TALK
•
•
•

Talk icons are located on the top of the HUD.
They will be able to rotate left or right by pressing the R1 for right rotate or L1 for left rotate.
There will be one icon larger with the name displayed next to it. This is the highlighted icon and
the icon may be selected by pressing X.

ACTION
•
•
•

Action icons are located on the top of the HUD.
They will be able to rotate left or right by pressing the R2 for right rotate or L2 for left rotate.
There will be one icon larger with the name displayed next to it. This is the highlighted icon and
the icon may be selected by pressing square.
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DIALOG SELECTION

DIALOG NAVIGATION

Dialog selection HUD

•
•
•
•

After selecting and interaction icon, the controls will change until the interaction is over.
During an interaction, the camera will become set and a cinematic machinima will take place.
The player's dialog selections HUD will be on the bottom left and the last dialog from the NPC will
be located on the top.
The player may run or escape from any interaction by pressing circle. This is considered ending
the topic and Amor will lose [5] trust.

SELECTING DIALOGS
•
•
•
•

The controls will become the interaction control.
The player will be able to navigate through the selections of dialog with the left analog stick.
The lines dialog will rotate up and down by pressing up and down on the left analog.
Press X to accept.

•

Description: If there is a restriction or information the player needs to know about that selection.

SELECTING AN ACTION
•
•
•

During any dialog sequence the player will still have control over the HUD.
Talk cannot be selected during a the sequence until the dialog tree is completed.
Action icons may be used anytime during the sequence. Bonus points are gained if performed
certain action during a dialog.

PERSUADING

PERSUADING NAVIGATION

Persuasion HUD

•
•

During an interaction, the camera will become set and a cinematic machinima will take place.
When persuading HUD it is displayed on the bottom left

CHOOSING RHETORICAL SKILLS
•
•
•
•

Persuasion type will be able to navigate with the left analog stick
The types will rotate left and right by pressing left or right on the left analog stick.
Press X to accept.
The type and stat will be display to the player.

ITEMS

ITEMS
•
•
•

•

Amor can hold [3] capacity of items total.
Items are scaled into three size. Small, medium, large
Each size takes up different number of capacity.
Small size item

1

Medium size item

2

Large size item

3

Items may be stored back at home.

HOLDING ITEMS

•
•
•
•

Any character with Items will be shown on their avatar. This allows the player to see what items
NPC has on them.
Items are stored on the character's belt or waist shown in yellow.
Medium items will take up slots 2 and 3 along the belt.
Large items must be held with hands by the character. Slots are consider full therefore not items
can be held by the character.

USING ITEMS ICONS
•
•
•

Giving, taking, and using item is consider an action with an NPC.
Items follow the action controls.
Personal item use is accessed in the character menu when the item is equiped
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Camera
OVERVIEW
Wingman has three cameras views that are used during different scenarios during the game.

NORMAL CAMERA
Third person variable camera is
use whenever the player is not
interacting with anyone and
outdoors. This will provide an
easy view around the player’s
surrounding and see who is
around. The camera can be
moved around the player. This
camera can be fully controlled, to
provide a 360° lateral view of the
area around the player. This view
will make it easy to spot nearby
NPCs in front and behind the
player. The camera will
automatically zoom towards the
player if the camera collides with
a wall or object and will zoom
back out once moved away. The
movement of the player follows
the direction of the left analog
direction. The camera may be
zoomed in by holding R3 and
moving the left analog.
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FIXED INDOOR CAMERA
Indoor areas will have a fixed
camera to create an easier view
of the area. While moving the
camera’s focus will follow the
player creating a cinematic
feeling. Different areas in the
indoor environment may switch
to another camera in different
areas to provide a better view.
The camera may switch back and
forth between the fix and normal
while indoor by pressing R3. This
will help the player if he needs to
focus on smaller details in the
area.
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INTERACTING CINEMATIC CAMERA
All talking and actions with
an NPC will become a
default angle, chosen by
the designers. All
interactions are cinematic
creating a film-like feeling
when interacting with any
character. During this
process the view will
remain in the cinematic
until the player finishes the
interaction or until he
escapes the conversation.
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Game Characters
CHARACTER VISUAL STYLE
The character visual style for wingman is a 3D anime style characters.

Love Inc.
Most people wonder what happens in the world mythology. Well the gods lives identically to
ours, with companies and businesses. Amor the god of love, looks after the Love inc., a business in charge
of love for humanity. Amor has been enjoying his life with girls and skipping work. He is soon to have an
encounter from Venus, who is threatening to banish him to work for Erida, the god of wearisome and
hate. Remembering Erida's demanding personality Amor refuses and pleads to Venus for the safety of his
job. Venus agrees to give him a chance, only if he accepts a challenge of completing a list of troubled
males on Earth to find love. "Easy", Amor thought since that's what he has been doing his whole life,
agreeing to her challenge without asking more. To Amor's surprise, Venus strips his power and brings him
down to Earth. "Now Amor if you want to keep your job, complete my list and understand how hard it is
to find love as a human. I will be evaluating your progress so don't mess up!" and Venus departs without
allowing Amor to give any immature questions. Amor, now a powerless human progresses to the town of
Valenna and once there, he begins his quests to embrace love to the city.

AMOR CUPIDO (CUPID)
Main character

Amor is the CEO of Love Incorporation. Amor, young and arrogant enjoys only one thing, girls. Amor
spends most of his time skipping work and spend his time hanging out with girls and having fun. Soon
Amor's arrogant and ego gets the best of him as he gets into trouble with Venus, the founder of Love Inc.
Since Amor doesn't take his job too seriously, he is place on Earth as a human to complete the task given
to him by Venus. He must travel to the city of Valenna and embrace love for a list of men assign by Venus.
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NPC CHARACTERS

MAJOR CHARACTERS

Cupa

Back story:
Cupa is revealed once Amor rents a room in a inn. Cupa is another worker of
Love Inc. Cupa is assign by Venus to keep an eye on Amor from causing
trouble and slacking off.

Amor's Companion

Description:
Cupa is located in Amor's room at all times. Cupa is an NPC made that helps
to player if they need some guidance or just need some advice of any NPC.

GODDESS VENUS
Amor's Herald

Back story:
Venus is the founder and owner of Love incorporation. She is humble to
Amor and believes he has great potential of becoming the one to take over
her business. Amor's ego soon forces her to think twice and challenge
Amor's talent to see if he is really worthy.
Description:
Venus is only seen during the beginning and end cinematic.

Lloyd Slawski
Back Story:
Owner of Courier's Delivery service in Valenna. Lloyd is an determined and
hard working man opposite of Amor. He believes his business will someday
out match his rival company "Flying Chariot Delivery Service" and become
the most successful delivery service in Valenna. He teaches Amor that a
crummy business with enough heart can overcome any odds. Amor never
takes him seriously during the beginning of the game but slowly grows a
bond with him as the game progresses.
Description:
Lloyd is located in his shop during the working hours until closing time.
Lloyd is the consistent source for the player to earn gold in the game.

Amor's Mentor

STARTING NPC CHARACTERS
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
LEVEL ONE NPC
• Cid Coleman
The point man of the first level.
Back-story:

A inventor that's spends his life hidden in his home trying to
create the next big thing to inspire the world even though he had
never really created anything great. He blames his failure on miss
a love in his life.

Level:

12

Charm:

5

Charisma:

4

Class:

7

Humor:

3

Acuity:

5

Ethos:

20

Vigor:

28

Cid Coleman

Pathos:

21

Average

Guiles:

15

Male

Logos:

25

Image

NPC type:

Minor

Unknown Dialog tree

Acquaintance Dialog tree

None

None

AM

Location & info:

PM

Location & info:

Midnight

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

Noon

"Cid's house" kitchen to eating

1 am

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

1 pm

"Cid's house" Workshop

2 am

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

2 pm

"Cid's house" Workshop

3 am

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

3 pm

"Cid's house" Workshop

4 am

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

4 pm

"Cid's house" Workshop
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5 am

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

5 pm

"Cid's house" Workshop

6 am

"Cid's house" kitchen to eating

6 pm

"Cid's house" Workshop

7 am

"Cid's house Workshop" (Cid's house's basement)

7 pm

"Cid's house" kitchen to eat ing

8 am

"Cid's house" Workshop

8 pm

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

9 am

"Cid's house" Workshop

9 pm

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

10 am

"Cid's house" Workshop

10 pm

Sleeping at "Cid's house"

11 am

"Cid's house" Workshop

11 pm

Sleeping at "Cid's house"
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• Shelley Harts
One of Cid's target
Back-story:

A waitress at Basil restaurant. Cid describes that he once at ate
at Basils and was served by Shelley. Shelley notices some of his
blue prints that fell on the ground. She comments on his work
for being a great invention and smiles at him. Cid was so shy, he
ran out of the restaurant. He never had the courage to go back
but was encourage by her words to work hard.

Level:

28

Charm:

14

Charisma:

9

Class:

10

Humor:

12

Acuity:

11

Ethos:

126

Vigor:

90

Shelley

Pathos:

120

Below average

Guiles:

132

Female

Logos:

154

NPC type:

Major

Expectations:

2

Rival alignment:

none

If there is a close-friend level:

20% Discount on Basil's good

Favor personality:

Humor

Liked personality:

Charm

Neutral personality:

Charisma

Dislike personality:

Acuity

Hated personality:

Class

Special item:

an item that +5 to trust. Some will include an unlock.
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Favored Items:

a list of items that +2 to trust

Liked Items:

a list of items that +1 to trust

Disliked Items:

a list of items that -1 to trust

Hated Items:

a list of items that -3 to trust

Date point expectation

5

Favorite color

Orange

Favorite gift

Sunflowers

Favorite clothing

Expected clothes of the point man during the date

Favorite personality on a guy

Charm

Persuasion weakness

Vigor

Unknown Dialog tree

Acquaintance Dialog tree

Friends Dialog tree

Close-Friend Dialog tree

AM

Location & info:

PM

Location & info:

Midnight

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

Noon

Walks around Valenna

1 am

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

1 pm

"Basil Restaurant" Working

2 am

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

2 pm

"Basil Restaurant" Working

3 am

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

3 pm

"Basil Restaurant" Working

4 am

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

4 pm

"Basil Restaurant" Working

5 am

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

5 pm

"Forest of Eden"

6 am

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

6 pm

"Forest of Eden"

7 am

"Shelley's house" kitchen eating

7 pm

"Shelley's house" kitchen eating

8 am

"Basil Restaurant" Working

8 pm

"Shelley's house"

9 am

"Basil Restaurant" Working

9 pm

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

10 am

"Basil Restaurant" Working

10 pm

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

11 am

"Basil Restaurant" Working

11 pm

"Shelley's house" Sleeping

<To be Completed Post Graduation>
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LEVEL TWO NPC
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
LEVEL THREE NPC
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
LEVEL FOUR NPC
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
CHARACTER SCALE
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Puzzles
DIALOG UNLOCKING
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
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The Game World
ENVIRONMENT VISUAL STYLE
The world in Wingman will based realist time mixed with fantasy elements. The world will be very
unrealistically beautiful and appealing for the player fall into.

GREAT CITY OF VALENNA

This city's visual will be based on the renaissance with many colors to draw the player into a
fantasy elements. Wingman is a free to roam based on a city and it's surroundings. The game consist of 4
levels and all the levels are based in the city.

SURROUNDINGS OF VALENNA

The city's surrounding will be natural opposite to the city with many nature elements to explore.
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THE WORLD LAYOUT

WORLD OVERVIEW
•

Valenna Island
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VALENNA - BEGINNING LOCATIONS

2

5

6

4
1

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

3

The south entrance to the city. This is where the game will begin.
The north entrance to the city.
High Hopes Inn
Cross Road Inn
Moonlight Inn
Courier Delivery Service

VALENNA - LEVEL ONE LOCATIONS

3
2
I. Cid's house
II. Shelley's house
III. Basil Restaurant

<To be Completed Post Graduation>

1

VALENNA SURROUNDING

Valenna has many different areas to explore.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Forest of Eden
Town of Irva
Valenna Coast
Mountain top
Valenna Castle

THE PHYSICAL WORLD

KEY LOCATIONS
The key locations are all within the city and the trails around the island.

TRAVEL
The player will have to move around island on foot.

SCALE
The scale of the whole world will be fairly small for a free to roam. 1 - 1000 feet.

OBJECTS
There will be many objects/items in the world.
See the “Objects Appendix” for a list of all the objects found in the world.

WEATHER
Weathers will be generated like real weather with seasonal weathers.

TIME: DAY AND NIGHT
•
•

Every hour will equal to [24] hour games game time.
2 min 50 sec = 60 game minutes

Seasons

Day time

Night time

Spring

7 am - 9 pm

10 pm - 6 am

Summer

6 am - 10 pm

11 pm - 5 am

Fall

7 am - 9 pm

10 pm - 6 am

Winter

8 am - 8 pm

7 pm - 7 am
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Vehicles
Overview
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
CHARIOTS
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
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Game Modes
Overview
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
SINGLE PLAYER GAME

<To be Completed Post Graduation>
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Gameplay Walkthrough
Overview
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
BEAT CHART

<To be Completed Post Graduation>
HOURS OF GAMEPLAY
Talk about how long the single-player game experience is supposed to last or what your thoughts
are at this point.

VICTORY CONDITIONS
How does the player win the single-player game?

Musical Scores and Sound Effects
SFX
Inside Valenna the SFX will be loud and busy with lots of crowd noises. Outside the gates will be simple
and settle with animal noises.

Voice-Over
All Voices in the dialogs will be real voices. Each characters will have their own voice.

Music
All musical will be instrumental and fantasy like. Music style similar like Final Fantasy XIII.
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Extra Miscellaneous Stuff
Overview
<To be Completed Post Graduation>
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Appearances
“XYZ” APPENDIX
Provide a brief description of what this appendix is for and then get down to business and
provide data to the reader. Appendices are where you provide depth of details, spreadsheets of all your
character attributes, lists of all your objects, wireframes for each of your screens. Any research
information that you think your development team might need to create the game ie. Rules, Stats, Specs,
History
Here are a few examples of some of the appendices that should appear in your design…

<To be Completed Post Graduation>
“FAQ” APPENDIX

<To be Completed Post Graduation>
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“GAME INTERFACE – MENUS” APPENDIX

SCREEN FLOW DIAGRAMS

These are the basic interface that sets up the beginning game and the pause menus.
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OVERVIEW

Wingman has a general simple front end menu system that will be easy for the player to navigate. There
will be an intro cinematic and a title screen that will wait until the player presses the X button to open the
menu. In the menu screen feathers will consistently fall from the top left towards the right bottom floor.
There will be a button guide on the bottom right and a tutorial guide button. All menus will be animated
from one screen making it really easy to navigate. The options menus are in the pause menu allow
different players to save their own preference in their own save slot.

MENU TUTORIAL

Wingman has a unique way to help the player understand the
game and menu system. During any menu system the player
may press square to open or close the tutorial helper. The
tutorial helper will be a female angel that tells the player about
the menu and highlighted selection on the screen instead of the
common text description.

"Hi! I'm Tierra and I'll be assisting you with the
menus."

Tutorial activated during the menus
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CHARACTER MENU
•

Player character menu

•

Point man menu

PAUSE MENU
See screen flow diagram
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“Game Interface – Wireframes” Appendix

VFS SPONSOR LOGO

1
2

1
2

• Background:
The background will fade in. The back ground will be animated with feathers continuously falling down
and blown away after a couple of seconds on the ground. The background will repeat the same animation
will be generated randomly how many feathers fall and when the wind will blow.
• VFS Logo:
After a couple seconds the VFS logo fill fade in for a couple seconds and fade out.
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WINGMAN TITLE

2
1

3

1
2
3
4

4

•
Wingman Logo:
The logo of the word WINGMAN will fade in following with the wings. After the XOX in the W will fade in
and move adjusting itself for a couple of seconds.
•
Background:
Once the Wingman logo fades in more feathers will fall and last longer on the ground before blown away.
•
Button indicator:
Just a sign showing the player what button is used.
•
Tutorial:
An animated girl will talk to the player and response to any highlighted buttons or pressed buttons. The
tutorial may be turned on anytime during any menu screen.
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MAIN MENU

3

4
1
2

5

6

1
2
3
4
5
6

•
Continue option:
This option will only appear if there is a save game file of the game. The continue option will open the
load section allow player to open previously saved games.
•
New game option:
The new game will allow the player to start a new game.
•
Achievement option:
The Achievement option will take the player to the achievement screen where it the where the player can
select MODS and bonuses that can be unlocked by reaching goals throughout the game.
•
Feather pen pointer:
This indicate what is highlighted
•
Feather Animation:
An animation of falling feathers will float/fall from the corner of the screen falling towards the left, right
and bottom of the screen. The animation will continue through every option.
•
Button indicator:
Just a sign showing the player what button is to select and back.
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CONTINUE MENU

6

2

1

4
3
5

1
2
3
4
5
6

•
Section open:
A bar will stretch from the middle to the left and opening revealing the options and the most recent saved
slot.
•
Save screen shot:
A screen shot of the game after the save. This is to show the player a screen shot of what is on the screen
after the save during the last play.
•
Save description:
A description about the save file showing the slot number, name of the player, save location, save date,
and save time.
•
Previous slot:
highlights a previous slot.
•
Next slot:
highlights the next slot.
•
Continue option:
When this option is selected, the continue option moves up.
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NEW GAME MENU

7
3
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1

2
4

6

•
Section open:
A bar will stretch from the middle to the left and opening revealing the options and the most recent saved
slot.
•
Player name:
Player will enter a name that will be the name for the saved games.
•
Language:
Player many select a different language for the new game.
•
Brightness:
Edits the brightness of the game.
•
Difficulty:
Select the difficulty of the new game.
•
Start button:
When the player is ready press start to begin a new game.
•
Options buttons:
The selected option and any one top will move up when new game option is selected. The New option will
move forward indicating that the player is in the new game options.
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ACHIEVEMENT MENU

8
2
3

4

6

1
5

7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

• Section open:
A bar will stretch from the middle to the left and opening revealing the options and the most recent saved
slot.
• Achievement types tabs:
These tab separate different types of achievement in to different categories. Player may view them by
selecting them.
• Achievement boxes:
These sections show the achievement available to the player in the game. There will be a description of
what the player needs to do and a bonus that can be selected if its unlocked. Some achievements may be
selectable that will give bonuses to the player in a loaded or new game.
• Picture/icon of the Achievement:
These are simple pictures of the achievements.
• Locks and unlocks:
The locks indicate that the achievement is not achieved yet and an unlock means the achievement has
been unlocked and a bonus is available to select if there is one for the achievement.
• Previous slot:
This will scroll up one slot.
• Next slot:
This will scroll down one slot.
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8

•
Option buttons:
All option buttons will move up when the achievement button is selected. The achievement button will
move forward indicating the player is in the Achievement menu.
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CHARACTER MENU
•

Amor's Menu

1

4

2

3

1
2
3
4

• Character avatar
An image of Amor.
• Menu selection
The options of the character menu
• Status info
The information about Amor. General Information about Amor's energy, health, gold, and equipped items
• Personality tree
Shows the level in the center and number of status next to the personality status and rhetorical status.
When leveling up, the tree's stats will be selectable to upgrade stat.

•

Point man character menu

2

1
4

3

1
2
3
4

• Point man avatar
An image of the point man.
• Menu selection
The options of the point man character menu
• General information
Information of the point man's highest personality stat, focus rhetorical skill, equipped gift, and clothing
• Personality tree
The personality tree of the point man. When upgrading stats, the tree's stats will be selectable to upgrade
stat.
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“HUD/ON SCREEN DISPLAYS” APPENDIX

NORMAL SCREEN

2

3

1

I. Interaction HUD

see interaction mechanic
•

The middle will show the name of the targeted character, level of relationship, and a bar of the
morale.

II. Energy bar
80
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ENERGY
•
•

40/40

Displays the energy remaining of Amor
Once below 15 it will become orange and red at 5 or below

14/40
ENERGY 5/40

ENERGY

III. Time and day

4:32 pm
August 23, 1410
Monday
•

A clock HUD that displays the time and

81
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INTERACTING SCREEN

3

2
1

I. Interaction HUD
•

The regular normal screen HUD

II. Dialog Selection

See Dialog selection mechanic

See Persuading mechanic

III. NPC Dialog
•

A simple subtitle of what the NPC last said.

“OBJECTS” APPENDIX

<To be Completed Post Graduation>

“STORY” APPENDIX

<To be Completed Post Graduation>
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“COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS” APPENDIX
Wingman is a unique and different style of game that will be comparing with other games interaction
setup. Wingman is focus highly on its personality customization and complex dialogue system that many
games mainly not focus on. Wingman will be compared with Fallout 3’s, Mass Effect 2’s, and Never Heavy
Rain’s interaction and dialogue system.
Titles:

Features:

Wingman’s Feature:

Comparison:

Fallout 3

•

All intractable NPC

•

Mostly intractable to
important NPC

•

•

Upgradeable skills

•

•

Persuasions involve
certain skills

Pure focus on speech
craft skills

•

Different ways to
persuade NPC

Wingman will not
confuse the player by
having too many useless
NPC to interact with and
will encourage the player
to unlock new
intractable NPC

•

Wingman will have skills
that is use all most
throughout the game
which will involve the
player to strategize more
on what to upgrade.

•

As to persuasion stats,
Wingman will focus on
how the stats are use
plus the percentage of
success.

•

Wingman’s dialogue will
be categorized in to
different types of
conversations that will
lead to different paths
with the characters.

•

Wingman’s conversation
is important, so instead
of choosing for the
player, the character’s
morale will go down
over time of no reaction.

•

Successful conversations
will reward the player
greatly and will
determine the
relationship of the
character towards the
player.

•

All interactions with
conversations are set to
machinima.

•

Different lines of speech
will lead the player to a
multiply different
progresses in the game

•

Wingman tries to keep
socializing with NPC fun

Mass Effect 2

Heavy Rain

•

Many different types of
dialogue

•

Many different types
dialogues to chose from

•

Quick time style dialogue

•

•

Conversations
determines path of hero

Not reacting to a
conversation will
decrease morale of a
character over time

•

Conversations determine
skills and personality of
the character the player
interacts with

•

Cut scene dialogues

•

•

All machinima
interaction.

Different lines of speech
will lead to more options

•

Different lines of speech
is need to progress

•
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Realistic conversations

•

Friendly style
conversations
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and enjoyable.
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“RESOURCE/RESEARCH” APPENDIX
•

•

•

Movies:
•

American Pie presents Beta House (2007)

•

Hitch (2005)

Websites:
•

http://www.ploomy.com/2008/05/01/how-to-be-a-good-wingman

•

http://ca.askmen.com/dating/heidi_100/141_dating_girl.html

•

http://ca.askmen.com/dating/heidi_150/168_dating_girl.html

•

http://ca.askmen.com/dating/curtsmith_100/119b_dating_advice.html

•

http://www.tocquevillian.com/articles/0010.html

•

http://courses.durhamtech.edu/perkins/aris.html

•

http://harvestmoon.wikia.com/wiki/Main_Page

Games:
•

Fallout 3

•

Mass Effect 2

•

Heavy Rain

•

Harvest moon

•

Final Fantasy XIII
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“TECHNICAL SPECS APPENDIX”
This section would normally be part of a TDD document, and should only be included if the Rendering, Game
Engine, or Lighting system is a key feature of your game. Let’s see if you read this sentence.

RENDERING SYSTEM
.

Overview
Give an overview of how your game will be rendered and then go into detail in the following paragraphs.
2D/3D Rendering
Describe what sort of 2D/3D rendering engine will be used.

GAME ENGINE
Overview
Describe the game engine in general.
Game Engine Detail #1
The game engine will keep track of everything in the world like such and such.
Water
There will be water in the world that looks awesome and our game engine will handle it beautifully.

COLLISION DETECTION
Our game engine handles collision detection really well. It uses the such and such technique and will be
quite excellent. Can you see I am having a hard time making up stupid placeholder text here?

LIGHTING MODELS
Overview
Describe the lighting model you are going to use and then go into the different aspects of it below.
Lighting Model Detail #1
We are using the xyz technique to light our world.
Lighting Model Detail #2
We won’t be lighting the eggplants in the game because they are purple.
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Contact Info
Vancouver File School – Game Design 17
Joeson Yu
Joeson.Yu@joesonyu.com
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